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QUESTION 1

Your company requires all developers to have the same permissions, regardless of the Google Cloud project they are
working on. Your company\\'s security policy also restricts developer permissions to Compute Engine, Cloud Functions,
and Cloud SQL. You want to implement the security policy with minimal effort. What should you do? 

A. Create a custom role with Compute Engine, Cloud Functions, and Cloud SQL permissions in one project within the
Google Cloud organization. Copy the role across all projects created within the organization with the gcloud iam roles
copy command. Assign the role to developers in those projects. 

B. Add all developers to a Google group in Google Groups for Workspace. Assign the predefined role of Compute
Admin to the Google group at the Google Cloud organization level. 

C. Add all developers to a Google group in Cloud Identity. Assign predefined roles for Compute Engine, Cloud
Functions, and Cloud SQL permissions to the Google group for each project in the Google Cloud organization. 

D. Add all developers to a Google group in Cloud Identity. Create a custom role with Compute Engine, Cloud Functions,
and Cloud SQL permissions at the Google Cloud organization level. Assign the custom role to the Google group. 

Correct Answer: D 

https://www.cloudskillsboost.google/focuses/1035?parent=catalog#:~:text=custom%20role%20at%20the%20organizatio
n%20level 

 

QUESTION 2

Your application is running on Google Cloud in a managed instance group (MIG). You see errors in Cloud Logging for
one VM that one of the processes is not responsive. You want to replace this VM in the MIG quickly. What should you
do? 

A. Use the gcloud compute instances update command with a REFRESH action for the VM. 

B. Use the gcloud compute instance-groups managed recreate-instances command to recreate the VM. 

C. Select the MIG from the Compute Engine console and, in the menu, select Replace VMs. 

D. Update and apply the instance template of the MIG. 

Correct Answer: B 

https://cloud.google.com/sdk/gcloud/reference/compute/instance-groups/managed/recreate-instances 

 

QUESTION 3

You are running multiple microservices in a Kubernetes Engine cluster. One microservice is rendering images. The
microservice responsible for the image rendering requires a large amount of CPU time compared to the memory it
requires. 

The other microservices are workloads that are optimized for n1-standard machine types. You need to optimize your
cluster so that all workloads are using resources as efficiently as possible. 
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What should you do? 

A. Assign the pods of the image rendering microservice a higher pod priority than the older microservices 

B. Create a node pool with compute-optimized machine type nodes for the image rendering microservice Use the node
pool with general-purpose machine type nodes for the other microservices 

C. Use the node pool with general-purpose machine type nodes for lite mage rendering microservice Create a nodepool
with compute-optimized machine type nodes for the other microservices 

D. Configure the required amount of CPU and memory in the resource requests specification of the image rendering
microservice deployment Keep the resource requests for the other microservices at the default 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

You\\'ve been asked to add a new IAM member and grant them access to run some queries on BigQuery. Considering
the principle of least privilege, which role should you assign? 

A. roles/bigquery.dataViewer and roles/bigquery.jobUser 

B. Project Editor 

C. roles/bigquery.admin 

D. roles/bigquery.dataOwner 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

You have designed a solution on Google Cloud Platform (GCP) that uses multiple GCP products. Your company has
asked you to estimate the costs of the solution. You need to provide estimates for the monthly total cost. What should
you do? 

A. For each GCP product in the solution, review the pricing details on the products pricing page. Use the pricing
calculator to total the monthly costs for each GCP product. 

B. For each GCP product in the solution, review the pricing details on the products pricing page. Create a Google Sheet
that summarizes the expected monthly costs for each product. 

C. Provision the solution on GCP. Leave the solution provisioned for 1 week. Navigate to the Billing Report page in the
Google Cloud Platform Console. Multiply the 1 week cost to determine the monthly costs. 

D. Provision the solution on GCP. Leave the solution provisioned for 1 week. Use Stackdriver to determine the
provisioned and used resource amounts. Multiply the 1 week cost to determine the monthly costs. 

Correct Answer: A 

For each Google Cloud product in the solution, review the pricing details on the products pricing page. Use the pricing
calculator to total the monthly costs for each Google Cloud product. 
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